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Abstract 
The different crystal structures of cocoa butter are of great interest because it determines if 
chocolate have the right crunch, glossy look and melting temperature. The different crystal 
phases have different properties and therefore further knowledge on the subject is of interest. 
This paper addresses this field by use of molecular dynamics. By attempting to recreate a 
simulation model made by Sum et al. (2003), we try to look at the behavior of the three 
triacylglycerols POS, POP and SOS, which are the main components in cocoa butter. 
We did not successfully manage to recreate the right temperature dependence for the density at 
atmospheric pressure. Instead our densities were far too high and did not increase as much as 
expected while lowering the temperature. Furthermore we did not achieve the same viscous 
properties as found experimentally. 
The simulations made in this project showed that even after long equilibration time at high 
temperature the mixture were still partly crystallized. This suggests that there is a problem in our 
model and most likely with our parameters for the intra- or/and intermolecular potentials. 
Disregarding this problem we made a way of cooling the mixture down in steps to be able to 
study the crystallization of triacylglycerols at different cooling rates. 
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Introduction 
The quest to find the perfect crunch in chocolate has been a mystery for many confectioners and chefs 
for centuries. With the wrong crystallization of the melted chocolate you will get a characteristic white 
film on the surface of your sweets - by far as appetizing as a chocolate with a glossy look. 
The mystery may be solved by looking deeper into the components of chocolate. Here cocoa butter plays 
an important part as one of the major ingredients in chocolate (Le Révérend et al, 2008). 
As other plant oils cocoa butter is a mixtures of different fatty acid chains and glycerol’s combined in 
triacylglycerols (TAG’s) (Beckett, 2000). 
Literature shows that TAG’s can crystallize in five-six different patterns or crystal phases and that these 
phases are affected by different parameters for example temperature and the composition of different 
TAG’s. Between these crystal phases the phase β(V) is the wanted one to accomplish the perfect crunch 
(Beckett, 2000).  
Unfortunately the complexity of the cocoa butter makes it difficult to research how these crystal phases 
are obtained or indeed how you can make them yourself. To try to achieve the right crystal phase one can 
temper the cocoa butter in the right way and in different steps. This however can be hard to test 
experimentally because of the complexity of cocoa butter.  
To get around this problem one could look at cocoa butter in a more simple and controlled manner. A 
way to do this is to choose the three most dominant TAG’s in cocoa butter (POP, POS and SOS) and 
simulate their behavior with molecular dynamics. 
Problem Formulation 
How can molecular dynamics bring a deeper understanding into the question of crystallization of the 
TAG’s POP, POS and SOS? 
Target Audience 
This project is addressed for people with an interest in the physics behind chocolate, molecular 
dynamics or in crystal structures in general. People with interest in gastrophysics will hopefully 
also find this paper entertaining. It can contribute to the knowledge of the different crystal phases 
of triacylglycerols and hopefully contribute to further research of cocoa butter. 
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1. Theory of Chocolate 
Chocolate is enjoyed all over the world in various forms and shapes. It can be kept at room 
temperature without melting and at the same time melt smoothly around your tongue as soon as 
you put it in your mouth. The scientific interest in chocolate and especially the cocoa butter 
might have started in a more commercial interest in how to get the perfect chocolate. However 
chocolate can have different physical properties, which give very different experiences when it is 
eaten. For example dark chocolate with a high percentage of cocoa can appear both hard and 
crunchy or soft and crumbling. All depending on the way the chocolate is prepared. This can lead 
to you either being left with greasy hands from the melted sweet or with a gritty feeling in your 
mouth from badly melted chocolate (Le Révérend et al, 2008). The stiffness and melting point of 
chocolate together with the above mentioned glossy or matte appearance are different properties 
of the chocolate that are mainly connected to the crystallization of the cocoa butter (van 
Langevelde et al. 2000 and Schenk & Peschar 2004) 
Chocolate is made from cocoa butter and cocoa solid, which is extracted from the cocoa bean. In 
the chocolate the cocoa butter is the main fat component. Different amounts of sugar and milk 
powder can be added to the chocolate mixture depending on the desired type of chocolate 
(Beckett, 2000). At some temperature the cocoa butter is crystallized. However, cocoa butter can 
have many different crystal structures depending on the temperature, the waiting time and the 
shear applied during a tempering process. Cocoa butter consists of triacylglycerol molecules 
(TAG’s). The different crystal structures that can occur in chocolate are a product of how the 
different TAG’s in cocoa butter are organized (Schenk & Peschar, 2004). 
Polymorphism describes the different crystal phase polymorphs in which the cocoa butter can be 
organized. But the exact number of polymorphs is discussed and the information on the crystal 
structure of TAG’s is scarce and not always consistent (Le Révérend et al, 2008, van Langevelde 
et al, 2000 and Schenk & Peschar, 2004). 
Therefore we need to understand the triacylglycerols to get an insight in how chocolate is 
crystallizing. 
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1.1 Chemical Formula of TAG Molecules  
A TAG is an ester made from a glycerol and three fatty acids. When combined it consists of a 
methyl group and the residues as it can be seen in Figure 1 (Bruun et al., 2011). 
 
Figure 1 General structure of triacylglycerols (Schenk & Peschar, 2004). 
In the fatty acid chains there can be double bonds, which have an impact on the melting 
temperature. If there is a double bond, the chain is unsaturated, whereas if there are no double 
bound carbon atoms the chain is saturated. Unsaturated fats often have a higher melting point 
than saturated fats (Berg et al., 2002). It is the composition of the different fatty acid chains in 
the TAG’s that determine the physical properties of chocolate. Or more precisely it is the 
crystallization of the TAG’s in the cocoa butter that gives the physical properties in chocolate 
and these are determined by the composition of the different saturated and unsaturated fatty 
chains in the TAG’s (Beckett, 2000).  
Cocoa butter consists of over 50 different TAG’s (Schenk & Peschar, 2004) but its composition 
is dominated by three TAG’s, which are POP, SOS and POS. The P stands for palmitic acid, the 
S stands for stearic acid and the O stands for oleic acid. The oleic acid has a double bond 
between carbon number nine and number ten and is an unsaturated fatty acid. This oleic acid 
gives a higher melting point to the cocoa butter (Berg et al., 2002). 
The POS consists of two chains of 18 carbon atoms, respectively S and O, and one chain of 16 
carbon atoms, P. The POP consists of two chains of 16 carbon atoms and a chain of 18 carbon 
atoms in the middle. The SOS consists of three chains of 18 carbon atoms.  
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Mainly the composition of the TAG’s in cocoa butter is around 35 % POS, 23 % SOS and 15 % 
POP as it can be seen in Table 1 (Schenk & Peschar, 2004). The rest of the TAG’s does not have 
any impact in practice (Bruun et al., 2011). 
This special combination of TAG’s ensures that the chocolate will melt around 32-37 ℃, but still 
remains a solid at around 30 ℃ (Bruun et al., 2011).  
Table 1 Fatty acids in cocoa butter. Source: (Web_ref #1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.2 Crystal Structure of TAG’s 
Just as carbon can obtain different physical properties in its different crystalline forms, the fatty 
acid chains in the TAG’s can form different crystalline forms with different physical properties. 
This is described from polymorphism of the TAG’s (Beckett, 2000). 
 
In the literature there is a general consensus of the numbering of polymorphs but not of the exact 
number of polymorphs. These are of the six different polymorphs or crystal phases known as: !,!,!′(!!!),!′(!"),!(!) and !(!"). They have been found experimentally from observations 
in microscopes, in differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and X-ray powder diffraction 
(XRPD).  
In Figure 2 and Table 2 the different polymorphs are organized in order of their melting points 
and thermodynamically stability. As seen in Figure 2 and from Table 2 the lower the melting 
point the lower the stability of the polymorph. This means that a polymorph will transform into 
Fatty Acid in Cocoa Butter Percentage 
Arachidic acid 1.0% 
Linoleic acid 3.2% 
Oleic acid 34.5% 
Palmitic acid 26.0% 
Palmitoleic acid 0.3% 
Stearic acid 34.5% 
Other Fatty Acids 0.5% 
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another polymorph of higher stability, with !(!") being thermodynamically most stable. The 
process of polymorphs transforming from one with lower melting point and stability to one with 
higher is a time and temperature dependent process (Le Révérend et al, 2008, Beckett, 2000 and 
Schenk & Peschar, 2004).  
 
 
Figure 2  The temperature ranges for the different crystal phases of TAG’s (Beckett, 2000). 
 
Table 2 Overview of different polymorphs of cocoa butter (Le Révérend et al., 2008). 
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The numbering from I to VI is made by Wille and Lutton 1966 and refers to the melting points of 
the different polymorphs. The lower the number the lower the melting point (Schenk & Peschar, 
2004).   
An important parameter for the melting point is the ratio of unsaturated fatty chains in the TAG’s 
which for most of the part is oleic chains with the double bound (Beckett, 2000).  
As mentioned above the exact number of polymorphs is under debate, since they are hard to 
differ from each other. For that reason it has been suggested at different places in the literature, 
that some of the six phases numbered by Wille and Lutton are in fact mixture phases between 
two other phases. But since different studies suggest different phases of the six original ones to 
be a mix of others, the exact phase number is still unclear (Révérend et al, 2008).  
In this work we use the five phases suggested by Schenk & Peschar (2004) as a starting point, 
before we go into the more details about the structure of the TAG’s in the different polymorphs. 
They suggest no differing between !′(!!!) and !′(!") but instead only one phase named !′. They 
have made a scheme of the isothermal phase-transition and time and temperature dependence of 
the different polymorphs under mechanical static conditions. This scheme is shown in Figure 3  
 
Figure 3 Isothermal phase-transition of the different crystal phases (Schenk & Peschar, 2004). 
From Figure 3 we can see that the molten cocoa butter will crystallize into an !- or a !′ -crystal 
phase within a reasonable amount of time. Furthermore the phase transitions are time 
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irreversible, that is a !′-phase cannot transform back into an !-phase. In Figure 3 the last !-
phase both contains !(!) and !(!") and !′ can transform directly into both the !(!) and !(!").  
 
The difference in the physical properties of the cocoa butter originates in the packing of the 
molecules in the crystallized TAG’s. But the knowledge on the crystal structure in TAG’s is 
scarce especially for the three dominant TAG’s in chocolate. This is because it is difficult to get 
a pure single-crystal to grow in the wished structure (van Langevelde et al, 2001). Predictions 
and models of simple TAG’s with only saturated residues has been made though. An example of 
a single molecule of the TAG trimyristin in the !-phase, !-MMM, has been made from XRDP 
with crystalline powder of the TAG. As seen in Figure 4 the fatty acid chains in the TAG in the !-phase are twisted around the methyl group so that the molecule forms a “chair”. The !-MMM 
can be seen as a model of how we can expect the SOS, POS and POP to look like in the !-phase 
as well (van Langevelde, 2001). In the literature other molecular structures and symmetries of 
the chains in the TAG’s are suggested (Craven et al, 2012).  
The symmetry and twist around the methyl group influence the packing of the molecules in the !-phase. As an example the packing of two tristearin, SSS, molecules in the !-phase can be seen 
in Figure 5 and 7, found by van Langevelde et al, 2001.  
The crystal packing of the TAG’s are different in the different crystal phases. In !(!) and !(!") 
the TAG’s are more closely packed than in the !′phase. This difference can be seen in Figure 6 
compared with Figure 7 (Schenk & Peschar, 2004).  
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Figure 4 A single molecule of the TAG trimyristin 
in a β-phase (van Langevelde, 2001). 
 
Figure 5 The figure shows how two TAG’s with 
stearic acid chains aligned in a β-phase (van 
Langevelde, 2001). 
 
Figure 6 The Figure shows the packing of the TAG 
CLC (10 - 12 - 10 carbon chains) in a β'-phase 
(Schenk & Peschar, 2004). 
 
Figure 7 The figure shows the packing of the TAG 
SSS (three stearic fatty chains) in the β-phase. 
The molecules are closer packed than in the β'-
crystal structure and the TAG’s are stacked on top 
of each other (Schenk & Peschar, 2004). 
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With the knowledge on the structure and stability of the different polymorphs it is easier to 
explain which the desired crystal phase of cocoa butter is in order to get the best properties for 
the chocolate to be eaten. Since the most tight packing of the TAG’s leads to the hardest crystal 
phase for cocoa butter it is the !(!) phase that gives the best chocolate with the wanted crunch.  
In this phase the chocolate will melt at mouth temperature, but not at room temperature and it 
will have a shiny and attractive surface look (Le Révérend et al., 2008). 
 
1.3 Tempering of Chocolate 
According to the literature it is not possible to reach the !(!) crystal phase directly from melted 
chocolate when the solidification happened under static conditions (Schenk & Peschar, 2004). 
This is caused by the crystallization’s dependence of several factors. Two of the main factors is 
tempering of the chocolate and the cooling rate. A typical tempering procedure used in chocolate 
manufacturing is a temperature-shear-time dependent process that includes several steps. First a 
melting process to temperatures above 50 ℃ where all the crystals are expected to be melted. 
Secondly a cooling process to a temperature where the melt recrystallizes at which the mixture is 
kept for long enough time to ensure a proper crystallization. Finally a reheating including a shear 
of the mixture to remove unstable polymorphs (Le Révérend et al., 2008).  
The impact on the density of the chocolate in tempered and untempered chocolate can be seen in 
Figure 8. Here it can be seen that the tempered chocolate will converge to a stable density while 
contracting when the melted chocolate is solidifying. In contrast the untempered chocolate will 
keep contracting but with another rate. The right tempering of chocolate will solidify the 
chocolate in the !(!)-phase which is harder than polymorphs in the other phases. This can also 
be seen in the figure, where the untempered chocolate has a higher volume ratio and thereby is 
softer than the tempered chocolate at the time when the tempered melt reaches a constant volume 
(Le Révérend et al, 2008).  
As mentioned in the introduction matt white spots known as fat bloom can occur on the surface 
of the chocolate either by time or by temperature changes. In the same way chocolate can 
become softer and give the unwanted gritty feeling in the mouth. This is due to the phase 
transition as shown in Figure 3.  
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The untempered chocolate will solidify in the !-phase if the final temperature is above the 
melting point. But in short time the phase will transform into the more stable polymorph !′. 
Under this phase transformation the mobility of the crystals are increased and fat crystals can 
move to the surface of the solid and here form white or greyish film known as fat bloom (Le 
Révérend et al, 2008).  
This can also happen, when a block of chocolate is lying in direct sunlight and is heated locally.  
But due to the higher stability of the !(!")polymorph even right tempered chocolate crystallized 
in the wished !(!)-phase will by time transform into !(!") and again fat bloom will occur. 
Though the process is very slow compared to the transformation from !(!!)!to !′ which happens 
in a few hours (Schenk & Peschar, 2004). 
 
 
Figure 8 Volume ratio of tempered and untempered chocolate cooled at 0.1 °C/min (Le Révérend et al, 2008). 
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2. Method 
To make simulations of the different TAG’s in cocoa butter we used the method molecular 
dynamics. More specifically we used the software Roskilde University Molecular Dynamics 
package (RUMD). This enabled us to make simulations for large systems (100 molecules) with 
different types of molecules. We used a model and parameterization developed by Sum et al. 
(2003) and tried to recreate their results for different macroscopic properties since they found 
satisfactorily results compared with experimental data.  
 
2.1 Simulation Details 
For simplicity one can consider a group of atoms for example a methyl group as one unified site 
in the molecule. This is called a united-atom unit and a model of a whole molecule with this 
simplification is called a united-atom model. In such a model the hydrogen atoms are not present 
in itself but taken into account in the parameterization. This simplification of the molecules 
makes longer simulation times possible (Hansen et al., 2013). This was used in the 
parameterization of the carbon chain in the TAG’s and in the methyl group by Sum et al. (2003), 
and therefore in our simulation as well. The first step in making our model was to draw the three 
different molecules we wanted to examine. Here we used the software Avogadro to make the 
molecules POS, POP and SOS (see Figure 9, 10 and 11).  
 
 
Figure 9 Avogadro drawing of a POS molecule. 
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Figure 10 Avogadro drawing of a POP molecule. 
 
 
Figure 11 Avogadro drawing of a SOS molecule. 
 
The molecules are drawn approximately in Avogadro. The software has a feature that “removes” 
all the hydrogen from the molecule. This we used to make our model simpler. 
The software can then optimize the structure (bond length, angles and dihedrals), taking the atom 
type into account. Finally Avogadro can provide a file in the .xyz format giving the position and 
type of all the atoms. The file needs only one of each molecules to be used in RUMD.  In RUMD 
we can use the information from Avogadro to make the desired mixture of the three TAG’s in a 
start file for our simulation. The start file contains information about the number of molecules, 
velocities and positions of the different atoms in the TAG molecules. In the simulations we used 
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the same mixture of TAG’s as in Sum et al. (2003), but we choose to simulate 100 molecules 
where Sum et al. only used 40. The exact composition is 48 POS molecules, 20 POP molecules 
and 32 SOS molecules which is consistent with the composition described in Theory.  
In the start file the molecules are organized randomly in a cubic lattice with a certain crystal 
density. The latter describes how close the molecules are packed in the initial configuration. Here 
we wanted a low crystal density to ensure that the molecules did not overlap. When the 
simulations were done we got a series of different files, such as trajectories, system information 
and a final file. The final file describes the same quantities as the start file but corresponds to the 
final configuration of the molecules instead of the initial. 
Following Sum et al. (2003) we choose to describe the molecules internal structure with 6 bond 
types, 7 angle types and 10 dihedral types. The information about the type of each bond, angle 
and dihedral is combined in a topology file. 
 
2.1.1 Potential 
In the model we dealt with two kinds of potential. The intermolecular and the intramolecular 
potential. These two kinds of potentials combined is the total potential given by: 
 !!"!#$ = !!"#$% + !!"#$% 
 
The!intramolecular!potential!is!the!potential!between!the!bonds, angles!and!dihedral!angles!in!the!molecules.! 
These!are!given!as: 
 
!!"#$ = !!2!""!!"#$% (! − !!")! 
 
, where !! is a force constant, r is the actual bond length between two atoms and!!!" is the bond 
rest length. 
!!"#$% = !!2!""!!"#$%& (! − !!")2 
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, where !! is a force constant, ! is the angle and!!!" is the equilibrium angle. 
 
!!"!!"#$% = !!2 [1 − !"#$(! − !!! !)]!!""!!"#!$%&'  
 
, where !! is the Fourier coefficients for the dihedral potential, ! is the dihedral angle and !!" is 
the equilibrium dihedral angle. 
 
The values for the bond types can be seen in Table 3, while the values for the different angle 
types can be seen in Table 4 and the dihedrals in Table 5. We have used the same 
parameterization for all three TAG’s. By use of these values the topology files were made by 
hand. 
Table 3 Potential for Bonds (Sum et al. 2003). 
Potential Bonds     
 #  Site K, kJ/mol*Å2 r, Å 
0 C1-O2 2200 1.48 
1 O2-C3 2700 1.4 
2 C3-O4 3000 1.26 
3 C3-C5 2000 1.53 
4 C5-C6 802.3 1.54 
5 C1-C1 2000 1.6 
 
Table 4 Potential for Angles (Sum et al. 2003). 
Potential Angles       
 #  Site K, kJ/mol*rad2 Deg 
0 C1-O2-C3 923 117 
1 O2-C3-O4 1520 124 
2 O2-C3-C5 1200 111 
3 O4-C3-C5 1520 125 
4 C3-C5-C6 864 114 
5 O2-C1-C1 1000 109 
6 C1-C1-C1 1200 119 
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Table 5 Potential for Dihedrals (Sum et al. 2003). 
Potential 
Dihedrals 
            
 # Site Φ V0 V1 V2 V3 
0 C1-O2-C3-O4 0 0 52.65 30.262 7.061 
1 C1-O2-C3-C5 180 0 52.074 33.679 6.493 
2 O2-C3-C5-C6 180 0 3.076 1.459 2.928 
3 O4-C3-C5-C6 0 0 3.076 1.459 2.928 
4 C3-C5-C6-C7 180 0 51.596 -44.053 32.759 
5 C1-C1-O2-C3 180 0 32.302 -15.707 26.392 
6 C1-C1-C1-O2 180 0 8.608 42.768 20.228 
7 O2-C1-C1-O2 180 0 8.608 42.768 20.228 
8 C=C-C-C 180 0 0.13 -1.837 -8.687 
9 C-C=C-C 180 0 47.853 264.781 15.129 
 
To make the RUMD simulations we also needed some intermolecular potential. As Sum et al. 
(2003) we used the Lennard-Jones potential, which is a classical model for the van der Walls 
interactions between the different beads, and Coulombs potential, which is the potential between 
two charges (See Table 6).  
The Lennard-Jones potential is defined as: 
 !(!) = 4! !! 12 − !! 6  
 
, where ! is an energy parameter quantifying how strongly the particles attracts each other, ! is a 
distance parameter corresponding to the distance between particles when the potential is zero and 
r is the distance between the particles (web_ref #2). The Lennard-Jones potential is illustrated in 
Figure 12.  
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Figure 12 The Lennard-Jones potential illustrated between two beads as a function of the distance between 
the beads, r, and their attraction forces,(web_ref# 2). 
As in (Sum et al. 2003) one can use the Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules to determine the potential 
parameters ! and ! in a mixture of different atom types.  
 
The Coulomb potential is defined as: 
 ! = 14!!! !!!!!  
 
, where !!and !! are the charges, r is the distance between the two charges and !!is the 
permittivity (web_ref # 3).  
On Figure 13 the Coulomb potential is represented. The curve under the first-axis corresponds to 
particles with the same charge (two positive charges or two negative charges.) And the curve 
over the first-axis represents the potential between two charges with different charge.  
 
 
Figure 13 Plot of the Coulomb potential (web_ref# 3). 
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As in the work of Sum et. al. (2003) we considered that the partial charges were zero on all 
atoms except on the methyl groups of the TAG’s. Again we used the values for the partial 
charges from the paper by Sum et al. (2003). 
 
Table 6 Intermolecular Potential Parameters for Methyl (Sum et al., 2003). 
Coulomb Potentials     
# Site ε, kJ/mole σ, Å q, a.u. 
0 CH_3- 0.6347 3.83 0.2 
1 -O- 0.6736 3.472 -0.4 
2 -C- 0.7185 3.312 0.65 
3 O= 0.7922 2.84 -0.5 
4 -CH_3 0.6253 3.835 0.05 
5 C- 0.6253 3.835 0 
 
For the potentials and initial configurations to be included in our simulations we wrote a python 
script with the different parameters (Appendix 7.1). In this script we were able to vary the 
different parameters and the output of the simulations. We wrote a bash script to run the 
simulations in RUMD in which we give the input arguments and control the simulation period 
(Appendix 7.2). 
 
In all our simulations in RUMD the equations of motions were integrated with use of a NVT-
integrator. This means that the simulations were done as in a canonical ensemble where the 
number of atoms (N), the temperature (T) and the volume (V) are held fixed. Due to this the 
density will also be fixed in the NVT ensemble. Here the pressure can only be calculated as an 
average and will therefore fluctuate around a desired value scaled by the value of the density.  
 
In RUMD all calculations are done in reduced units (ru) to make the calculations less 
complicated. The conversion from SI units to ru is done with conversion factors as given in 
Table 7.  
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Table 7 Factors for reduced units. 
SI units Factors for ru 
Length [m] lengthFactor = 3.8310-10 
Energy per molecule [J] energyPerMolFactor = 634.7 
Boltzmann’s constant [J/K] kBFactor =1.3810-23 
Avogadro’s number [mol-1]  avogradoFactor = 6.022141291023 
Mass [kg] massFactor = 2.20910-26 
Temperature [K] tempFactor = energyPerMolFactor/(kBfactor∙avogadroFactor) 
Time [s] timeFactor = lengthFactor∙sqrt(massFactor/(kBfactor∙tempFactor)) 
Stress  stressFactor = massFactor/(lengthFactor∙pow(timeFactor,2)) 
 
All our simulations were done at running times varying from 10! to 10! time steps at a size of 
0.0002 in reduced units. In SI units this means that our simulations were running from 0.35 ns to 
3.5 ns.   
 
2.2 Macroscopic Properties from RUMD 
In RUMD it is possible to calculate different macroscopic properties. These can be used to 
compare different models in molecular dynamics and compare simulation results with 
experimental results. This we will use to verify our model by comparing the results with those 
obtained by Sum et al. (2003).  
 
2.2.1 Density 
One of the properties is the atomic density that simply calculates the number of beads per 
volume as it can be seen in Appendix 7.3. To be able to compare the density calculated in 
RUMD with experimentally found values of the volumetric mass densities we had to take into 
account the molar masses of the molecules. As the first step we therefore equilibrated the system 
to have the desired temperature and density.  
We wanted to compare the number density ρ in reduces units to the mass density, d, of the 
mixture found by Sum et al. (2003) which is in the unit kg/m3. The number density is defined as: 
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ρ = NV 
 
,where N is the number of beads in our simulations and V is the volume of the simulation box. 
In our model we make an average mass of one mole of the beads, ρ!"#$, which is an average of 
the atoms in the three TAG’s. The conversion from ρ to d is given by: 
 d = ρ ρ!"#$ ∙ KlengthFactor! ∙ N! 
 
,where K is 10-3 and is the conversion from kilograms to grams and NA is Avogadro’s number. In 
the formula ρ is in reduced units and d is in kg/m! . 
In a united-atom model we usually account the mass of the hydrogen as a part of the atoms that 
they are bonded to. Since Sum et al. (2003) do not tell which masses they use in their model we 
included the hydrogen to calculate the desired density. The distribution of the oxygen and carbon 
atoms in the POS molecules can more or less be used an average of the distribution in the other 
two TAG’s with 55 carbon atoms and 6 oxygen atoms in it which gives a total of 61 atoms. If we 
take into account the percentage distribution of the three TAG’s we can therefore calculate ρ!"#$ 
to be around: 
 ρ!"#$
= 0.48 55 ∙ 12.0 + 6 ∙ 16.0 + 104 ∙ 1.0 gmole + 0.20 57 ∙ 12.0 + 6 ∙ 16.0 + 108 ∙ 1.0 gmole + 0.32 53 ∙ 12.0 + 6 ∙ 16.0 + 100 ∙ 1.0 gmole61≈ 14 gmole 
 
The contributions to the molar mass of the mixture of POS, POP and SOS are from the oxygen 
with the molar mass at around 16.0 g/mole, the carbon with the molar mass at around 12.0 
g/mole and the hydrogen with molar mass at around 1.0 g/mole. 0.48, 0.20 and 0.32 refers to the 
percentage of the different TAG’s in our mixture respectively POS, POP and SOS. 
To calculate the desired density in reduced units we make the inverse calculation of d. We use 
the same density as Sum et al. 2003 found at temperature 157 ℃, which is 832 kg/m3. 
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ρ = d( ρ!"#$ ∙ KlengthFactor! ∙ N!)!! = 2.0!ru!kg/m! 
 
In our density equilibration we made a rough approximation of ρ!"#$ to be 15 g/mole, which 
gives a density in reduced units at 1.87!ru!kg/m!. But as it can be seen in the Analysis both 
values of ρ!"#$ were too small, as it did not give a pressure at 1 atmospheric pressure. For that 
reason we had to make an equilibration of the pressure as well. 
 
The density equilibrations were done by compressing the system while rising the temperature to 
5.6 ru which correspond to 157 ℃ or 430 °K. The compression of the system is done stepwise by 
a compression factor that decrease the size of the box to set a desired density as it can be seen in 
the script (Appendix 7.1.1).  
 
2.2.2 Pressure 
From the equilibrated density and temperature the pressure was far too high and for that reason 
we scaled the density to atmospheric pressure to be able to make comparison with experimental 
data possible as it can be seen in the scripts in 7.1.2 and 7.13. In RUMD the pressure can be 
calculated from the molecular stress in all directions. This can be expressed in a pressure tensor, !, which is described as:  
 ! = 1! [!!!!!! + !!"!!"!!! ]!  
 
Where !! is the momentum of the molecule i, !! is the mass, !!" is the distance between 
molecule i and j’s center-of-mass and !!"is the total force between the two molecules. 
The pressure is equal to the average of the diagonal components of the pressure tensor in the 
simulations. The stress and therefore also the pressure fluctuates and consequently only the 
average pressure is considered.  
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In RUMD the stresses is calculated from the velocities of the beads as it can be seen in the script 
in Appendix 7.1.2 and 7.3.  
The actual pressure is then calculated as the opposite of the net stress which is the trace of the 
pressure tensor divided by 3: 
 !"#$$%"# = −! !!! + !!! + !!!3 = !!! + !!! + !!!3 ! 
 
, where !!! , !!!,!!!! is the stress in the x-, y- and z-direction.  
 
We used a compression relaxation factor at 0.001 which compressed the system in an interval at 
500 to get the desired pressure 5.401264 ∙ 10!! which is 101325 Pa in reduced units. This was 
done in RUMD with the expression: 
 !"#$%& = 1.0− (! ∙ !) ∙ (! − !!"#$%"!) 
 
, where ! is the compression relaxation factor and ! is the interval scale pressure unit as it can be 
seen in Appendix 7.3. This expression insures that the system will rescale the simulation box 
until the desired pressure and the actual pressure is the same. 
To check whether the system had reached the right pressure we looked at the pressure, which 
should converge to small fluctuations around a constant value. This is due to the fact that we 
cannot fix the pressure in the NVT ensemble and for that reason the desired pressure will be 
obtained as an average of positive and negative pressure values fluctuating around the desired 
pressure. Since the desired pressure is around zero in reduced units fluctuations around zero 
means that the pressure only fluctuates a little bit around the desired value.  
 
2.2.3 Viscosity 
Viscosity is a measure of how thick a material behaves. It is defined as the friction inside the 
material or as the materials resistance towards movement. As cocoa butter is a complex liquid 
the viscosity cannot be defined as a simple number. This is because the viscosity is movement 
dependent. This means that the faster the chocolate is flowing, the lower the viscosity (Beckett, 
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2000). In the simulations however we do not exert any stress on our sample and therefore we 
only have access to one number. It corresponds to the viscosity in the limit of no movement. In 
our simulations we calculated the dynamic viscosity of our samples by using the stress 
autocorrelation function, !!(!). 
The stress autocorrelation function can be used to find a useful macroscopic property; the 
viscosity. 
To get to !!(!) we first find the traceless symmetric part of !, !!" which can be found as:  
 !!" = 12 (! + !!)− 13 !"#$%(!) 
 
This can now be used to find !!(!). 
!!(!) = 13 ! !"!" (0)! !"!" (!)(!")  
 
, where (!") denotes a time average (Hansen, 2013). 
 
From this the dynamic viscosity can be found as: 
 ! = !!!! !! ! !!"∞0  
 
, where V is the volume, KB is Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. 
This function averages over the whole stress autocorrelation function that gives the running 
integral. In practice we do not integrate over infinity but can choice the size of the number of 
time steps that the integral span. The size refers to how many samples one divide the whole 
autocorrelation into while only calculating the viscosity over the first sample. This we can do as 
we expect the autocorrelation function to decay to zero and therefore the values after the 
relaxation do not contributes to the integral anymore. This we should be able to see as a stable 
plateau in the plot of the dynamic viscosity function. If we do not see the plateau it can be due to 
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either a too short simulation time in which the autocorrelation function will not reach a 
relaxation or it can be due to a too big size why we only see a very small part of the function.  
  
To find the kinematic viscosity we simply divide the dynamic viscosity with the density 
(Hansen, 2013). 
In practice we get the value of η in reduced units from our simulations. To be able to compare 
the kinetic viscosity that Sum et al. finds, we convert the dynamic viscosity from reduced units to 
SI units: 
 ! = !!" ∙ !"##$"%&'!"#$%ℎ!"#!"# ∙ !"#$%&'!() 
 
Then ! is divided by the mass density, d, to get the kinematic viscosity, ν: 
 ν = !! 
 
Furthermore we multiply by a factor of 106, to convert from m!s!! to centistokes. 
All of these calculations to obtain the dynamic viscosity are made in RUMD (Appendix 7.3) and 
gives us the opportunity to check if the viscosity seems reasonable compared with Sum et al. 
(2003). 
 
2.2.4 Lowering Temperature 
As described in Theory the knowledge on the crystallization is scarce. The simulation of a 
tempering process including a shear as described in Theory is complicated to do especially since 
it is hard to shear at a frequency comparable with experimental works. We can therefore only 
look into the crystallization under static conditions. For that reason we tried to look at the 
mixture in a temperature interval from melted to crystallized according to the melting points of 
the different crystal phases known from the literature.  
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First we equilibrated the system at a high enough temperature (over 36!℃) to make sure that the 
mixture was melted, 157∘C or 5.6 in reduced units. This we did in the equilibration as described 
above. 
In our simulation we cooled down the melted mixture from 157∘C to around 10∘C (3.7 ru). This 
we did by use of the same script as in the first equilibration just without compressing the system. 
We then did the equilibration for one temperature at a time lowering the temperature by 0.1 in 
reduced units equal to 7.64!∘C for each run. We used the final file from one simulation as the 
start file in the next simulation so in the end we had lowered the temperature from 5.6 ru to 3.7 ru 
in 19 steps with relaxation time at each temperature step. Due to the runtime of each simulation 
we could only cool the melt at a relatively high cooling rate. Each simulation ran for 1 ⋅ 106 time 
steps with each time step at 2 ⋅ 10!4 as seen in Appendix 7.3. This lead to a cooling rate: 
 !"!" = 0.1!!"! ⋅ !!"!!"#$"%&!'%"!!"#$%&1 ⋅ 10!!!!!"!"#$!!"#$!! ⋅ !1 ⋅ 10!!!!!!"! ⋅ !!"!!"#$!!"#$%&! = 7.64!°!3.51 ⋅ 10!!"!!= 21.8 ⋅ 10!!°!/! 
 
According to the theory this cooling rate will make the TAG’s form an !-crystal phase (Figure 
3) (Schenk & Peschar, 2004), which we then should be able to study.  
 
2.2.5 Crystallization 
To get an idea about the crystallization of the TAG’s in our simulations we can introduce an 
order parameter, !!, which gives a value for how well molecules are ordered.. The closer the 
value is to 1 the more ordered the molecules are. The molecular order tensor, S!, is given as: 
 
S! = 1!! u!u! − 13 I!!!!!  
 
, here !!is the total number of molecules, I is the identity matrix and u! is the unit vector, which 
gives the principal direction of the molecule i. u! is the unit eigenvector given by the largest 
eigenvalue of the gyration tensor, R!! , given as: 
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R!! = 12!! (r! − r!)(r! − r!)!!!!!
!!
!!!  
 
, here !!is the number of atoms in each molecule i and r!and r!is the position of the atom ! or ! 
in the molecule. The molecular order parameter, !!, is defined as !! of the largest eigenvalue of !!. !! is 0 when the molecules are positioned completely random and is 1 when the molecules 
are perfectly ordered (Pers. comm. Lemarchand, C., 2014). 
We got the molecular order parameter from our simulation by using RUMD as seen in Appendix 
7.1 and 7.3. The molecular order parameter describes how the TAG’s are organized. The 
orientation of the molecules can be used to describe the crystallization of the TAG’s since a 
totally crystallized mixture will have an order parameter around 1. 
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3. Data Analysis 
We have done several simulations of our model, starting by setting the density, temperature and 
pressure of the system in two steps. Afterwards we have lowered the temperature of the system 
in order to crystallize the modeled molecules and look for possible crystal phases.  
In this and the following section the graphs will be plotted in reduced units at the y-axis and the 
x-axis will refer to number of measurements in the respective simulations.   
 
3.1 Density and Temperature Equilibration 
The first simulation was the density and temperature equilibration made from the start and 
topology file as described in Methods. The runtime of the simulation can be seen in Appendix 
7.2.1 and the script with the different parameters and outputs can be seen in Appendix 7.1.1. We 
started with 100 molecules, tempered the system to 157 ℃, 5.6 in ru, and compressed the system 
to a density at 832 !"/!! corresponding to 1.87 ru. 
As described in Method the start file organize the molecules in a lattice in a cubic box as it can 
be seen at Figure 14.    
!
Figure 14. Initial conditions of the molecules in the start file. Here the different molecules are organized 
randomly on a lattice in a cubic box. 
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From Figure 14 with the initial position of the molecules we can see, that the molecules in the 
beginning had the wished low crystal density at 0.001 ru which is required to ensure that 
molecules do not overlap in the cubic lattice in the starting configurations.  
 
To ensure that the system had reached the wished temperature and density we looked at the plot 
of the quantity at each measure point. As it can be seen at Figure 15 the desired temperature was 
reached after a few measure points and equilibrated with only small fluctuations around 5.6 ru.  
The same can be said about the density, which started really low due to the low crystal density in 
the start file but rapidly converged to a plateau at the desired 1.87 ru. This can be seen at Figure 
16.  
 
!
Figure 15. Logarithmic plot of the temperature during equilibration. The red line is a linear regression of the 
fluctuations of the temperature, which is around 5.6 ru K corresponding to 157 ℃. Each measure point at the 
x-axis corresponds to a time step at 1.8∙ !"!!" s which gives a runtime at 0.35 ns.  
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!
Figure 16. Logarithmic plot of the density equilibration where it can be seen that the density converges to a 
stable value at 1.87 ru kg/m3 corresponding to 832 kg/m3. Each measure point at the x-axis corresponds to a 
time step at 1.8∙ !"!!" s which gives a runtime at 0.18 ns.  
 
With both temperature and density equilibrated to the desired values we in the beginning 
expected the system to be equilibrated to reproduce the temperature dependent density found by 
Sum. et al. (2003).  
 
The finale conditions after density and temperature equilibration can be seen at Figure 17. As it 
can be seen the molecules were distributed randomly all over the box and had been compressed 
to a higher density. 
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!
Figure 17. The final conditions of the molecules in the finale file of the temperature and density equilibration. 
Here the molecules are spread randomly in the cubic box. 
  
As it can be seen at Figure 17 the molecules were spread in a way that made a hole in the middle 
of the simulation box. This might be explained by looking at the pressure in the first 
equilibration calculated as described in Methods. From the plot of this which can be seen in 
Figure 18 we saw that the pressure fluctuated as expected but only around negative values. In the 
beginning the pressure was zero, afterwards it peaked to a high pressure value, then rapidly 
decreased to a negative value and by time it mainly fluctuated around -2 ru. In SI units this is −3.8107!Pa which was contrary with what we expected.  
In the visualization of the molecules this can be seen as a space where no molecules occur as 
seen in the final file of the temperature and density equilibration (Figure 17).  
For that reason we had to make another simulation scaling the density at constant temperature to 
get the desired atmospheric pressure.  
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!
Figure 18. The pressure as a function of measure points during temperature and density equilibration. Each 
measure point at the x-axis corresponds to a time step at 3.5∙ !"!!" s which gives a runtime at 0.35 ns.  
 
3.2 Rescaling to the Desired Pressure 
We made several rescaling of the density to the desired atmospheric pressure with different 
initial conditions. This we did to ensure that the pressure was actually at the right value and not 
dependent on small variations in the start files. In all the simulations we scaled the density to get 
the desired pressure as described in Methods. 
In the first simulation we scaled the density to get the desired pressure with use of the final file 
from the temperature and density equilibration (see Figure 15) as a start file and with use of the 
scripts described in Appendix 7.1.2 and 7.2.2.  
We quickly obtained the desired pressure at 1 atmospheric pressure, which can be seen by 
looking at the plot of the pressure during the runtime in Figure 19. As it can be seen the pressure 
started with fluctuations around negative values but during the first 5000-10000 time steps the 
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pressure stabilize and then fluctuated around zero or more precise around 5.40110-3 ru as 
expected. After this we interpreted the system to be at the right pressure.  
 
 
Figure 19. Pressure at a simulation with rescaling of the density to atmospheric pressure. Here it can be seen 
that the pressure fluctuates around zero which means that it fluctuates around a value of atmospheric 
pressure in reduced units. Each measure point at the x-axis corresponds to a time step at 5.3∙ !"!!" s which 
gives a runtime at 3.5 ns.   
 
If the pressure is far from the desired value the density can be changed during the rescaling 
simulation and therefore the density of the system for this equilibration is of interest as well. In 
Figure 20 it can be seen that the density increase during the first 5000-10000 time steps just as 
the pressure. Afterwards it converged to a value around 2.2 ru kg/m3, but was still fluctuating. 
When converting this density value to SI units we found a mass density around 976 kg/m3. This 
is too high compared with the one found by Sum et al. (2003).  
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!
Figure 20. Rescaling of the density to atmospheric pressure. Here it can be seen that the density increases to 
a value around 2.2 ru kg/m3 corresponding to a density at 976 kg/m3. Each measure point at the x-axis 
corresponds to a time step at 2.6∙ !"!!" s which gives a runtime at 3.5 ns.  
 
The temperature stays stable due to the thermostat in the NVT-ensemble, so if the density is 
actually around 2.2 ru kg/m3 at atmospheric pressure either our calculations of the !!"#$ or our 
initial configurations in the model must have been wrong due to discrepancies with the 
experimental values of the temperature dependent mass density.  
To check that the density was equilibrated at a value around 2.2 ru kg/m3 we made another 
pressure equilibration where we used the final file from the first rescaling simulation as a start 
file. In this way we extended the first simulation to ensure that the system was fully stabilized.  
Figure 21a show the pressure during this run, which fluctuated perfectly around the desired 
value. And as it can be seen in Figure 21b the density was equilibrated around 2.2 ru kg/m3 and 
more precisely it fluctuated around a value at 2.23 ru kg/m3.  
If we neglect the masses of the hydrogen atoms in the calculations of the average mass per bead 
unit, !!"#$, we find it to be at 12.35 instead. If we calculate the desired density in reduced units 
with this !!"#$ we find that a value at 2.28 ru kg/m3 correspond to a mass density at 832 kg/m3 
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as in Sum et al (2003). Since our density from the pressure scaling was close to the density found 
Sum et al. (2003) when it was calculated without the hydrogen masses it makes sense to evaluate 
our results as if the hydrogen was neglected in the united-atom model by Sum et al. (2003). 
When taking the new !!"#$ into account converting the results from reduced units to kg/m3 we 
found that the density converges to a value around 814 kg/m3 at 157 ℃. This is still not correct 
so for the rest of the Analysis we will continue to calculate the density with a !!"#$ at 15 and in 
the Discussion consider whether a alternative !!"#$ should have been used.  
 
!
Figure 21a and 21b. Pressure at a simulation with rescaling of the density to atmospheric pressure. Here it 
can be seen that the pressure fluctuates around zero which means that it fluctuates around a value of 
atmospheric pressure in reduced units. Each measure point at the x-axis corresponds to a time step at 
3.5∙ !"!!" s which gives a runtime at 0.35 ns (21a).  Rescaling of the density to atmospheric pressure. Here it 
can be seen that the density increases to a value around 2.23 ru kg/m3 corresponding to a density at 989 
kg/m3. Each measure point at the x-axis corresponds to a time step at 2.6∙ !"!!" s which gives a runtime at 
0.35 ns. 
 
Another property which can be compared with the results from Sum et al. (2003) is the viscosity. 
As described in Methods, this property can be used to describe the mixture’s ability to flow. Sum 
et al. (2003) found a temperature dependent kinematic viscosity around 5 cSt at 157 ℃. In 
RUMD we can calculate the dynamic viscosity in reduced units that can be converted to cSt by 
use of the conversion described in Methods.  
The viscosity is found as the running integral of the auto stress correlation function which is 
plotted for the second equilibration in Figure 22a and 22b.  
Here it can be seen that the function fluctuated but never decayd to zero as expected. For such a 
large temperature this is not expected.  
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This can indicate that the system never reached relaxation during the time span of the simulation.  
This can also be seen in the plot of the viscosity that never reached a plateau where we would 
expect it to converge to a stable value. This can be seen in Figure 23a and 23b.  
 
 
Figure 22a and 22b. The stress autocorrelation function calculated with a size at 1 where we see the function 
decays to zero with large fluctuations. Each measure point at the x-axis corresponds to a time step at 
1.8∙ !"!!" s which gives a runtime at 0.35 ns (22a). And stress autocorrelation function calculated with a size 
at 10 which the first 1 10th of the function plotted in figure 22a (22b). Both graphs comes from the rescaling of 
the density to atmospheric pressure at temperature 157℃. 
 
!
Figure 23a and 23b. The dynamic viscosity calculated as the integral of the stress autocorrelation function 
with a size at 1. Each measure point at the x-axis corresponds to a time step at 1∙ !"!!! s which gives a 
runtime at 0.35 ns (23a). And the dynamic viscosity calculated as first 1 10th of the function plotted in Figure 
23a (23b). Both graphs comes from the rescaling of the density to atmospheric pressure at temperature 
157℃. 
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Even though we never saw the stress autocorrelation function decay to zero and therefore never 
saw the dynamic viscosity converge to a stable value, we still saw a tendency towards relaxation. 
The tendency to reach relaxed values around zero is best seen in Figure 22a where the time for 
the stress autocorrelation function correspond to the duration of the whole simulation. But in the 
case there is no averaging and fluctuations here are large and blur the reading of the graph. In 
Figure 22b the graph does not reach the same values around zero, because it is the first 10th of 
the stress autocorrelation function which reduce the fluctuations, but at the expense of a smaller 
time span.  
Since we never saw the stress autocorrelation function relax during the whole simulation it only 
makes sense to look at the last value obtained in the viscosity function with size 1 for 
comparison with results found by Sum et al. (2003). 
A possible plateau of the viscosity could be seen in Figure 23a, because it is the running integral 
over the whole run. At the end the dynamic viscosity reach a value at 1.26!∙ 10! ru at a density 
around 976 kg/m3. Converted to cSt as described in Methods this correspond to a kinematic 
viscosity around 15∙103 cSt or 150 St, which is much larger than what found experimentally and 
by Sum et al. (2003).  
 
We can also get an impression of this while looking at the final position of the molecules in the 
first or third pressure scaling as in Figure 24. Here it can be seen that the fatty acid chains in the 
TAG’s tended to orientate in the same way instead of being randomly organized in the box as we 
would expect if the TAG’s was melted. This could indicate that the system was partly 
crystallized.  
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!
Figure 24. Final position of the TAG molecules after equilibration to a temperature at 157 ℃, density around 
976 kg/m3, atmospheric pressure and an order parameter at 0.4459. 
 
To investigate whether the high viscosity was caused by a partly crystallization we looked at the 
order parameter as described in Methods to quantify the ordering of the molecules.  
We therefore made a third simulation where we equilibrated the system to atmospheric pressure 
from final file from the temperature and density equilibration. In that way this simulation was 
equal to the first pressure equilibration we made but also included the commands necessary to 
calculate an order tensor and from that the order parameter (see Appendix 7.1.4). 
From this we found an order parameter of 0.4459, which clearly indicate that the molecules had a 
tendency to be orientated in the same order or in other words was partly crystallized even at 157 ℃.  
This indicates that it is rather errors in the configurations in our model than the presence of the 
hydrogen masses that cause the discrepancies between our density and the one found by Sum et 
al. (2003).   
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Even though we found that our system was partly crystallized even at high temperature we tried 
to cool it down. First of all we could hopefully get the system to crystallize even more and 
maybe be able to get a consistent crystal structure. If this did not happen second of all we could 
use the cooling to check if the model worked as it should in the way that it behaved right 
according to the Theory on cocoa butter crystallization.   
 
3.3 Lowering Temperature 
In the tempering of the system we used the final file from the second pressure equilibration with 
the desired temperature, density and pressure.  
We did two simulations where we lowered the temperature in 19 steps as mentioned in Method 
and described in 7.3. We did the same simulation at 20 different temperatures to obtain the 
temperature dependence of the density and of the order parameter. 
 
In Figure 25 the order parameter as a function of the temperature is plotted. It can be seen that 
the order parameter did not change that much while lowering the temperature. Instead of 
increasing with lowering the temperature as expected due to crystallization we saw that the 
values stayed around 0.45. This is close to the order parameter found in the pressure 
equilibration, which means that the system did not change from the initial conditions. Though we 
saw that the order parameter was lowest with highest temperature and had a tendency to rise with 
lowering temperature, this was most properly just deviations due to fluctuations around the same 
value. This we have checked by looking at the standard deviation.   
We found a mean value at 0.4533 and a standard deviation at 0.0059, which means that the order 
parameters were really close to each other and we interpret this as an indication of that the 
system did not crystallize with lowered temperature.   
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!
Figure 25. The order parameter for each temperature in a temperature interval from 5.6 ru °! equal to 157 ℃ 
to 3.7 ru °! equal to 10 ℃. Here we see fluctuations around 0.45 with a small standard deviation.  
 
Another thing we did to see if the system changed at all was comparing the density and the 
viscosity at one of the high temperatures with one of the lowest temperatures.  
 
As it can be seen in Figure 26a and 26b the density decayed with lowering temperature. In that 
way the system behaved as expected. But as indicated by the order parameter, the density change 
was not caused by crystallization but rather a further compression of the system due to the 
lowered temperature. We saw that the density at 157!℃ fluctuated around a value at 2.25 ru 
kg/m3 and at 10 ℃ the density fluctuated around 2.35 ru kg/m3. In kg/m3 this corresponds to 
densities around respectively 998 kg/m3 and 1042 kg/m3.  For both values we found that the 
pressure fluctuated around zero as expected, so in that way the system was consistent with the 
desired atmospheric pressure.   
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!
Figure 26a and 26b. The density at temperature 157 °! fluctuating around a value at 2.25 ru kg/m3 
corresponding to 998 kg/m3 (26a) and the density at temperature 10°! fluctuating around a value at 2.35 ru 
kg/m3 corresponding to 1042 kg/m3 (26b). Each measure point at the x-axis corresponds to a time step at 
1.8∙ !"!!" s which gives a runtime at 0.35 ns.  
 
Sum et al. (2003) gives a temperature dependent density at 893 kg/m3 at 57 ℃. In reduced units 
this corresponds to a temperature at 4.3 where we found a density that fluctuated around 2.32 ru 
kg/m3. This correspond to a density at 1029 kg/m3 which is too large compared with the value 
found be Sum et al. (2003). It meant that the density and the crystallization did not behave as 
expected from Sum et al. (2003).  
 
For this reason we did not look more into the viscous properties of the system at different 
temperatures. 
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4. Discussion 
In our work we have tried to use the same model as Sum et al. (2003) and use their 
parameterization to have a good base for doing further investigations of the crystallization and 
crystal structure of cocoa butter.  
For that reason our first goal was to be able to reconstruct their model. This we have managed to 
some extent. One obvious hurdle in building up the right model was due to the consequences on 
the temperature dependent density at atmospheric pressure if we included the masses of the 
hydrogen in the model or not. The fact that the system did not obtain the desired density at 
atmospheric pressure when we included the masses indicates as suggested in the Analysis that 
the hydrogen should not be included.  
 
To analyze the initial conditions of the model including effects on the hydrogen masses presence 
in the calculations or not we made further three equilibrations of the system. Instead of 
compressing the system to a desired density from the beginning as in the equilibration described 
in Analysis we equilibrated first the system in three steps. First we only set the temperature at 
desired 157!℃. This we did in a simulation where we out commented the density compression 
(see Appendix 7.1.6) and ran it in 106 time steps equal to 0.35 ns. Then we used the final files 
from the temperature equilibration as a start file in three new simulations where we equilibrated 
to three different densities to test the effects of including the hydrogen masses or not. This 
simulation ran for 106 time steps with the same script as used in the first equilibration in the 
Analysis. We chose to equilibrate to a density including the hydrogen masses, 1.87 ru kg/m3, a 
density at 2.23 ru kg/m3 which is the density the system reached in the pressure equilibration 
described in the Analysis and a density not including the hydrogen, 2.28 ru kg/m3 (see Appendix 
7.1.7). 
When we equilibrated the system to have a desired density at 2.23 ru kg/m3 at 157 ℃. we found 
that the pressure was much closer to atmospheric pressure than if we equilibrated it to either 1.87 
ru kg/m3 or 2.28 ru kg/m3. As it can be seen in Figure 27a, 27b and 27c the pressure never 
reached the desired atmospheric pressure in any of the density equilibrations, but was too high in 
the case of a density at 2.28 ru kg/m3 and negative in the case of a density at 1.87 ru kg/m3.  
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Figure 27a, 27b, 27c. The pressure at temperature 157 oC for the system equilibrated to a density at 1.87 ru 
kg/m3 (27a), 2.23 ru kg/m3 (27b) and 2.28 ru kg/m3 (27c). Each measure point at the x-axis corresponds to a 
time step at 3.5∙ !"!!" s which gives a runtime at 0.35 ns.  
 
Since the system never reached the desired temperature dependent density at atmospheric 
pressure whether or not we included the hydrogen masses we must consider the errors to be 
something else. Since the hydrogen masses usually are included in united-atom models as used 
by Sum et al. (2003) we must assume that they did not neglect them.  
 
Another reason why we made the equilibration again and this time divided the temperature and 
density equilibration into two steps was due to the fact that the molecules seemed to be partly 
crystallized even at high temperature.  
We therefore wanted to see if we could obtain the right temperature dependent density if the 
system were equilibrated to the right temperature for a longer time before we started to compress 
it.  
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But as described above we still could not find a density corresponding to the one found by Sum 
et al. (2003) even with a longer melting period without compression.  
This could mean that the system needs an even longer running time to really obtain the 
equilibrated configuration of the TAG’s.  
If we compare the individual molecules in the mixture when we set the temperature in a 
simulation at 106 time steps, 0.35 ns, with the molecules in simulation with an equal script ran 
for 107 time steps, 3.5 ns, we can get an idea of whether the runtime influence the equilibration 
process of the system. The finale condition of the molecules in these two uncompressed systems 
at 157 ℃. can be seen in Figure 28 and Figure 29.  
 
 
Figure 28. The final conditions of the molecules after a simulation at 0.35 ns where the temperature was set 
at 157 oC. 
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Figure 29. The final conditions of the molecules after a simulation at 3.5 ns where the temperature was set at 
157 oC. 
 
In both situations we saw that the orientation of the fatty acid chains in the molecules almost did 
not change but were orientated more or less in the same direction even after a long equilibration 
time. This could indicate that the molecules were not as flexible as we expected them to be in a 
melted mixture, where we expected other symmetries around the methyl group, for example the 
chair formation as described in Theory. We saw that the molecules were a little more randomly 
spread after the longer “melting” time at 107 time steps (Figure 29) than in the simulation with a 
“melting” time at 106 time steps (Figure 28). In both cases we still saw the molecules organized 
in some kind of a lattice as in the initial conditions though. This again indicates that the 
molecules are not as flexible as we would like them to be.   
Due to this we suggest that there might be a problem with our potential in a way that makes the 
molecules too stiff. The molecules could never be free to move and organize as if they were in a 
melt. This can maybe be explained with errors in the intramolecular interactions. Since the fatty 
acid chains do not tend to twist around the methyl group it might be caused by errors in 
potentials of the dihedral angles. In RUMD the dihedral potential is usually calculated with a 
Rykart-Belleman dihedral potential where Sum et al. (2003) used a periodic dihedral potential. 
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When changing this at the C++-level there might have occurred errors in the potential of the 
dihedrals.  
If we look closer at each molecule after equilibrating the temperature for 107 time steps equal to 
3.5 ns we can maybe get an idea on how the fatty acid chains in the molecules tend to organize. 
As we did not compress the system the density of the simulation box was rather small and the 
molecules should be able to move, as they wanted. Furthermore we kept the model at the same 
high temperature for a longer time, so we expected the TAG’s to be melted if the potentials were 
right. In Figure 30a, 30b and 30c we have isolated three molecules after the longer temperature 
equilibration. There are examples on each of the three TAG’s in our model POS, POP and SOS.   
 
 
Figure 30a. A SOS molecule after a simulation at 0.35 ns and 157 oC. Figure 30b. A POS molecule after a 
simulation at 0.35 ns and 157 oC. Figure 30c. A POP molecule after a simulation at 0.35 ns and 157 oC. The 
chains of the three molecules are no longer aligned but twisted to a “claw” like shape with the oleic chain 
twisted around the methyl group. 
 
As seen on Figure 30a, 30b and 30c the oleic chains tend to rotate after the longer temperature 
simulation. The TAG’s form a kind of “claw” structure where the two outer chains are aligned 
and the oleic chain is rotated around the methyl group. We hoped to see the “chair” like shape as 
mentioned in the Theory. This is the structure that Schenk & Peschar (2004) describe and is the 
structure wanted for crystallization. But to obtain this configuration we would expect the oleic 
chain to align with one of the other fatty chains while the last chain is twisted the opposite 
direction as it can be seen in Figure 31. In Figure 31 is another formation of the TAG’s 
represented. This is known as the asymmetric tuning fork and as well as the chair configuration it 
is expected to be how the molecules organize in the !- and !’-phase (Craven & Lencki 2012). In 
the tuning fork we saw that the oleic chain is twisted 180o around the methyl group. In our 
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simulations we saw the oleic chains have moved around the methyl group, but only around 90o. 
Our observed claw-like configuration could be the beginning of the tuning fork. This may 
suggest that more time is needed to equilibrate the molecules but on the other hand the problem 
with the potentials probably has a greater part in the way the molecules move than the runtime.   
 
 
Figure 31. TAG’s in a tuning fork formation (to the left) and chair formation (to the right) (Craven and Lencki 
2012). 
 
4.1 Perspectives 
There are several perspectives in our project and many things to study if we were given more 
time. 
In our simulations the molecules do not melt completely into a liquid at temperature 157 oC. This 
suggests that there might be something wrong with the potentials we used and that we created 
too stiff molecules. New simulations with different potentials and fever parameters might clarify 
what the problem with the potentials is (if any) and help us redo simulations, which are more in 
accordance with experimental data. Practically we could do the simulations without the Coulomb 
potential to see if this could help on our results. We could also try to change one parameter at a 
time to see what might cause the untimely crystallization. In this way we might be able to find 
the errors in our model simply by trial and error.  
Another way to find the error is to make the model more simple by including less bond, angle 
and dihedral types for example only 1 bond type, 2 angle types and 2 dihedral types.  
If we could obtain a model that behaves in accordance with experimental data this could lead to 
new tempering simulations where we could study different crystal structures. In the case where 
we try to make the same simulation as described in Methods with a high cooling rate we would 
expect the mixture to crystallize in the !-phase. This could give new knowledge in the crystal 
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structure of the !-phase. By changing the cooling rate we could investigate the crystal structures 
dependence on different cooling rates. According to Le Révérend et al. (2008) only a slow 
cooling rate allows the cocoa butter to reach a thermodynamically equilibrium which is found in 
crystal phases of high numbering, where the β(V) crystal phase is the desired and β(VI) is the 
most thermodynamically stable. Conversely a high cooling rate as the one we had in our cooling 
simulation will create a kinetically trapped material that is characteristic for the !-phase. If we 
could actually manage to find a cooling rate low enough to keep the model in thermodynamically 
equilibrium we could try to first cool the model and then afterwards reheat the mixture again to 
obtain the desired β(V) crystal phase. According to Le Révérend et al. (2008) this can also be 
obtained by cooling to a temperature just above the melting point of the α-phase around 22 oC 
and then keep the temperature here for 600 seconds one can get rid of the unstable crystals 
before heating and followed by cooling to a temperature around the melting point of the β(V) 
crystal. More or less the same procedure as can be seen in Figure 3 found by Schenk & Peschar 
(2004). If we should follow their procedure we could cool by a high cooling rate and then keep 
the simulation running at the temperature just above the α -phase for more than one day or longer 
corresponding to at least 86400 seconds and then the system should decay to the desired β(V) 
crystal. However a slower cooling rate and a reheating of the mixture or a running time long 
enough for the model to decay will take a long time to simulate and due to the current calculation 
power in the computers it must therefore be considered to be unrealistic. Though a cooling of the 
melt with high cooling rates are of interest to gain more knowledge on the α -phase structure.  
Another perspective would be to look at the memory effect in cocoa butter. The memory effect is 
a mixture’s ability to “remember” a structure when melted and cocoa butter seems to have this 
property. This is the only way to make cocoa butter crystallize directly into the β(V) phase under 
static conditions otherwise other polymorphs will occur (Schenk & Peschar, 2004).  
This memory effect occurs when cocoa butter that is already in the β(V) crystal structure is 
heated to a temperature a few degrees above its melting point (around 34oC). Then the melted 
cocoa butter still has structural information of its previous crystallized state and will upon 
cooling recrystallize into the desired polymorph, the β(V) phase (Schenk & Peschar, 2004). This 
structural information could be due to some molecules that are still in the right “chair“ formation 
(see Theory) even though the TAG’s as a whole seem liquid. These molecules are named seed 
materials or crystal seeds (Schenk & Peschar, 2004).    
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To study this memory effect with molecular dynamics a simulation with the TAG’s already 
crystallized in the β(V) phase could be done, where the molecules are aligned in the compact 
“chair” formation as described in Theory. Then from the initial conditions the mixture could be 
heated to a temperature just above the melting temperature and we would be able to see if the 
TAG’s “remember” the β(V) crystal phase. At this point we would try to isolate some of the 
molecules to see if they act as crystal seeds and still kept in the right structural form. From this 
we could gain knowledge on which forms of crystal are still present in the mixture after heating 
from the right crystal phase. Afterwards a cooling of the mixture could be done to study the 
memory effect of the mixture, see if the mixture recrystallizes in the β(V) and if it do 
recrystallize how quick this happens. 
This kind of tempering is already a method used experimentally to obtain the right crystal 
structure, but it would be interesting to study the memory effect on a molecular level to analyze 
the effects and maybe to optimize the method.  
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5. Conclusion 
In this project we constructed a molecular dynamic model of the three TAG’s that are the main 
contributions to the chemical composition of cocoa butter, POS, POP and SOS. In the model we 
used potentials and parameters as found by Sum et al. (2003) and looked at the methyl group and 
the fatty acid chains in a united-atom model.  
We tried to recreate the same temperature dependent density and viscous properties at 
atmospheric pressure as found by Sum et al. (2003), but to some extent unsuccessful. We 
managed to recreate a temperature dependent density with values around 976-998 kg/m3 at 157 ℃ from two different simulations and a value around 1029 kg/m3 at 57 ℃. Sum et al. (2003) 
found values respectively at 832 kg/m3 and 893 kg/m3 for the same temperatures which is not 
adequate. These values were found when we equilibrated the system to a density at 832 kg/m3, 
157 ℃ and atmospheric pressure.  
 
We did not manage to obtain the right viscous properties as found by Sum et al. (2003) and at the 
same time we found that the TAG’s were partly crystallized at temperatures above the melting 
point. This is consistent with the discrepancies found between the density in our simulation and 
the result from Sum et al. (2003). 
This is most properly due to wrong configurations in our model, which we expect to be problems 
with the intra- and/or intermolecular potentials.  
 
With the right initial configurations we expect to be able to gain knowledge on the molecular 
configuration at temperatures higher than the melting point of the TAG’s. After equilibrating the 
system at a temperature at 157 ℃ in a simulation at 3.5 ns we found a tendency to a claw-like 
structure of the fatty acid chains, which could be the beginning of a tuning fork configuration.  
We also found a way to simulate a process where the model is cooled down with a high cooling 
rate. We expect to be able to gain knowledge on the structure of the !-phase by use of this 
simulation process in future simulations.  
 
In this way we expect that molecular dynamics can bring a deeper understanding on both melted and 
crystallized cocoa butter.   
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7. Appendix 
In this section we will present the bash and python scripts used in our simulations. Since most of 
the simulations were run with the same scripts except small variations in the input arguments and 
specific commands we will present the scripts once and in each of these the parts that vary is 
highlighted in yellow and given a number [x]. After each script we will explain how the different 
simulations vary in the input arguments and the commands. Commands not taking into account 
in a specific simulation are out commented by a #.  
!
7.1 cocoarun.py 
#!!/usr/bin/env!python!
!
from!rumd!import!*!
from!rumdSimulation!import!rumdSimulation!
#from!numpy!import!*!
from!runTimeAnalysis_claire!import!*!
from!Autotune!import!Autotune!
!
import!sys!
import!os!
!
from!math!import!pi,!sqrt,!log,!pow!
!
#!Set!parameters!!
!
dt!!!!!!=!float(sys.argv[1])!
niter!!!=!int(sys.argv[2])![1]!
tsample!=!200!#!time!interval!for!the!autocorrelation!function!in!reduced!
units!
lsample!=!10000!#number!of!points!during!this!time!interval!
isample!=!int(tsample/(dt*lsample))!#!number!of!time!steps!between!those!
points!
!
epsilon_0!=!1!
epsilon_1!=!1.0613!
epsilon_2!=!1.1320!
epsilon_3!=!1.2481!
epsilon_4!=!0.9852!
epsilon_5!=!0.9852!
!
sigma_0!=!1!
sigma_1!=!0.9065!
sigma_2!=!0.8648!
sigma_3!=!0.7415!
sigma_4!=!1.0013!
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sigma_5!=!1.0013!
!
q_0!=!0.200!
q_1!=!Q0.400!
q_2!=!0.650!
q_3!=!Q0.500!
q_4!=!0.050!
q_5!=!0!
!
###Set!temperature!
tempD!!!=!float(sys.argv[3])![2]!
infoInterval!=!50!
infoIntervalUnit!=!infoInterval*dt!
!
#!simulation!object!
sim!=!rumdSimulation("start.xyz.gz")!
!
#!integrator!object!
itg!=!IntegratorNVT(targetTemperature=tempD,!timeStep=dt)!
sim.SetIntegrator(itg)!
!
#!potential#!object!
potential_1!=!Pot_LJ_12_6(cutoff_method=ShiftedPotential)!
potential_1.SetParams(i=0,!j=0,!Epsilon=1.0,!Sigma=1.0,!Rcut=2.5)!
potential_1.SetParams(i=0,!j=1,!Epsilon=sqrt(epsilon_0*epsilon_1),!
Sigma=(sigma_0+sigma_1)/2.0,!Rcut=2.5)!
potential_1.SetParams(i=0,!j=2,!Epsilon=sqrt(epsilon_0*epsilon_2),!
Sigma=(sigma_0+sigma_2)/2.0,!Rcut=2.5)!
potential_1.SetParams(i=0,!j=3,!Epsilon=sqrt(epsilon_0*epsilon_3),!
Sigma=(sigma_0+sigma_3)/2.0,!Rcut=2.5)!
potential_1.SetParams(i=0,!j=4,!Epsilon=sqrt(epsilon_0*epsilon_4),!
Sigma=(sigma_0+sigma_4)/2.0,!Rcut=2.5)!
potential_1.SetParams(i=0,!j=5,!Epsilon=sqrt(epsilon_0*epsilon_5),!
Sigma=(sigma_0+sigma_5)/2.0,!Rcut=2.5)!
potential_1.SetParams(i=1,!j=1,!Epsilon=epsilon_1,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Sigma=sigma_1,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Rcut=2.5)!
potential_1.SetParams(i=1,!j=2,!Epsilon=sqrt(epsilon_1*epsilon_2),!
Sigma=(sigma_1+sigma_2)/2.0,!Rcut=2.5)!
potential_1.SetParams(i=1,!j=3,!Epsilon=sqrt(epsilon_1*epsilon_3),!
Sigma=(sigma_1+sigma_3)/2.0,!Rcut=2.5)!
potential_1.SetParams(i=1,!j=4,!Epsilon=sqrt(epsilon_1*epsilon_4),!
Sigma=(sigma_1+sigma_4)/2.0,!Rcut=2.5)!
potential_1.SetParams(i=1,!j=5,!Epsilon=sqrt(epsilon_1*epsilon_5),!
Sigma=(sigma_1+sigma_5)/2.0,!Rcut=2.5)!
potential_1.SetParams(i=2,!j=2,!Epsilon=epsilon_2,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Sigma=sigma_2,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Rcut=2.5)!
potential_1.SetParams(i=2,!j=3,!Epsilon=sqrt(epsilon_2*epsilon_3),!
Sigma=(sigma_2+sigma_3)/2.0,!Rcut=2.5)!
potential_1.SetParams(i=2,!j=4,!Epsilon=sqrt(epsilon_2*epsilon_4),!
Sigma=(sigma_2+sigma_4)/2.0,!Rcut=2.5)!
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potential_1.SetParams(i=2,!j=5,!Epsilon=sqrt(epsilon_2*epsilon_5),!
Sigma=(sigma_2+sigma_5)/2.0,!Rcut=2.5)!
potential_1.SetParams(i=3,!j=3,!Epsilon=epsilon_3,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Sigma=sigma_3,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Rcut=2.5)!
potential_1.SetParams(i=3,!j=4,!Epsilon=sqrt(epsilon_3*epsilon_4),!
Sigma=(sigma_3+sigma_4)/2.0,!Rcut=2.5)!
potential_1.SetParams(i=3,!j=5,!Epsilon=sqrt(epsilon_3*epsilon_5),!
Sigma=(sigma_3+sigma_5)/2.0,!Rcut=2.5)!
potential_1.SetParams(i=4,!j=4,!Epsilon=epsilon_4,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Sigma=sigma_4,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Rcut=2.5)!
potential_1.SetParams(i=4,!j=5,!Epsilon=sqrt(epsilon_4*epsilon_5),!
Sigma=(sigma_4+sigma_5)/2.0,!Rcut=2.5)!
potential_1.SetParams(i=5,!j=5,!Epsilon=epsilon_5,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Sigma=sigma_5,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Rcut=2.5)!
!
sim.SetPotential(potential_1)!
!
cfCoulomb!=!4.5!
!
#create!shifted!force!Coulomb!(to!be!added!after!the!Lennard!Jones!potential!
creation)!
pot_Coulomb!=!Pot_IPL_n(n=1,cutoff_method!=!ShiftedForce)!
!
pot_Coulomb.SetParams(i=0,!j=0,!Epsilon=(q_0*q_0),!Sigma=1.0,!Rcut=cfCoulomb)!
pot_Coulomb.SetParams(i=0,!j=1,!Epsilon=(q_0*q_1),!Sigma=1.0,!Rcut=cfCoulomb)!
pot_Coulomb.SetParams(i=0,!j=2,!Epsilon=(q_0*q_2),!Sigma=1.0,!Rcut=cfCoulomb)!
pot_Coulomb.SetParams(i=0,!j=3,!Epsilon=(q_0*q_3),!Sigma=1.0,!Rcut=cfCoulomb)!
pot_Coulomb.SetParams(i=0,!j=4,!Epsilon=(q_0*q_4),!Sigma=1.0,!Rcut=cfCoulomb)!
pot_Coulomb.SetParams(i=0,!j=5,!Epsilon=(q_0*q_5),!Sigma=1.0,!Rcut=cfCoulomb)!
pot_Coulomb.SetParams(i=1,!j=1,!Epsilon=(q_1*q_1),!Sigma=1.0,!Rcut=cfCoulomb)!
pot_Coulomb.SetParams(i=1,!j=2,!Epsilon=(q_1*q_2),!Sigma=1.0,!Rcut=cfCoulomb)!
pot_Coulomb.SetParams(i=1,!j=3,!Epsilon=(q_1*q_3),!Sigma=1.0,!Rcut=cfCoulomb)!
pot_Coulomb.SetParams(i=1,!j=4,!Epsilon=(q_1*q_4),!Sigma=1.0,!Rcut=cfCoulomb)!
pot_Coulomb.SetParams(i=1,!j=5,!Epsilon=(q_1*q_5),!Sigma=1.0,!Rcut=cfCoulomb)!
pot_Coulomb.SetParams(i=2,!j=2,!Epsilon=(q_2*q_2),!Sigma=1.0,!Rcut=cfCoulomb)!
pot_Coulomb.SetParams(i=2,!j=3,!Epsilon=(q_2*q_3),!Sigma=1.0,!Rcut=cfCoulomb)!
pot_Coulomb.SetParams(i=2,!j=4,!Epsilon=(q_2*q_4),!Sigma=1.0,!Rcut=cfCoulomb)!
pot_Coulomb.SetParams(i=2,!j=5,!Epsilon=(q_2*q_5),!Sigma=1.0,!Rcut=cfCoulomb)!
pot_Coulomb.SetParams(i=3,!j=3,!Epsilon=(q_3*q_3),!Sigma=1.0,!Rcut=cfCoulomb)!
pot_Coulomb.SetParams(i=3,!j=4,!Epsilon=(q_3*q_4),!Sigma=1.0,!Rcut=cfCoulomb)!
pot_Coulomb.SetParams(i=3,!j=5,!Epsilon=(q_3*q_5),!Sigma=1.0,!Rcut=cfCoulomb)!
pot_Coulomb.SetParams(i=4,!j=4,!Epsilon=(q_4*q_4),!Sigma=1.0,!Rcut=cfCoulomb)!
pot_Coulomb.SetParams(i=4,!j=5,!Epsilon=(q_4*q_5),!Sigma=1.0,!Rcut=cfCoulomb)!
pot_Coulomb.SetParams(i=5,!j=5,!Epsilon=(q_5*q_5),!Sigma=1.0,!Rcut=cfCoulomb)!
!
sim.AddPotential(pot_Coulomb)!
!
#!read!topology!file!
sim.ReadMoleculeData("start.top")!
!
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sim.SetBondHarmonic(bond_type=0,!lbond=0.386,!ks=5.08e+4)!
sim.SetBondHarmonic(bond_type=1,!lbond=0.366,!ks=6.24e+4)!
sim.SetBondHarmonic(bond_type=2,!lbond=0.329,!ks=6.93e+4)!
sim.SetBondHarmonic(bond_type=3,!lbond=0.399,!ks=4.62e+4)!
sim.SetBondHarmonic(bond_type=4,!lbond=0.402,!ks=1.85e+4)!
sim.SetBondHarmonic(bond_type=5,!lbond=0.418,!ks=4.62e+4)!
!
sim.SetAngleSq(type=0,!theta0=2.04,!ktheta=1454.23)!
sim.SetAngleSq(type=1,!theta0=2.16,!ktheta=2394.83)!
sim.SetAngleSq(type=2,!theta0=1.94,!ktheta=1890.66)!
sim.SetAngleSq(type=3,!theta0=2.18,!ktheta=2394.83)!
sim.SetAngleSq(type=4,!theta0=1.99,!ktheta=1361.27)!
sim.SetAngleSq(type=5,!theta0=1.90,!ktheta=1575.55)!
sim.SetAngleSq(type=6,!theta0=2.08,!ktheta=1890.66)!
!
sim.SetPeriodicDihedral(type=0,!coeffs=[0,!82.95,!47.68,!11.12])!
sim.SetPeriodicDihedral(type=1,!coeffs=[math.pi,!82.05,!53.06,!10.23])!
sim.SetPeriodicDihedral(type=2,!coeffs=[math.pi,!4.85,!2.3,!4.61])!
sim.SetPeriodicDihedral(type=3,!coeffs=[0,!4.85,!2.3,!4.61])!
sim.SetPeriodicDihedral(type=4,!coeffs=[math.pi,!81.29,!Q69.41,!51.61])!
sim.SetPeriodicDihedral(type=5,!coeffs=[math.pi,!50.89,!Q24.75,!41.58])!
sim.SetPeriodicDihedral(type=6,!coeffs=[math.pi,!13.56,!67.38,!31.87])!
sim.SetPeriodicDihedral(type=7,!coeffs=[math.pi,!13.56,!67.38,!31.87])!
sim.SetPeriodicDihedral(type=8,!coeffs=[math.pi,!0.20,!Q2.89,!Q13.69])!
sim.SetPeriodicDihedral(type=9,!coeffs=[math.pi,!75.39,!417.18,!23.84])!
!
compressf!=!1.005!#compression!factor!(amplitude!of!the!compression)!
densD!=!x.xx!#desired!density![3]!
intervalCompress!=!50!#how!often!the!compression!takes!place!
intervalCompressUnit!=!intervalCompress*dt!
!
desiredPressure!=!5.401264eQ03!#desired!pressure,!1!atmospheric!!
intervalScalePressure!=!500!
intervalScalePressureUnit!=!intervalScalePressure*dt!
compressibilityRelaxation!=!0.001!
!
nAtomsA!=!59!
nAtomsR!=!63!
nAtomsRO!=!61!
nAtomsD!=!1!
orderTensorInterval!=!500!
orderTensorIntervalUnit!=!orderTensorInterval*dt!
!
##!Output!manager!
#!system!info!(temperature,!kinetic!energy,!density)!
info!=!sysinfo(4,!infoIntervalUnit)!
sim.NewOutputManager("sysInfo")!
sim.SetOutputScheduling("sysInfo",!"linear",!interval!=!infoInterval)!
sim.RegisterCallback("sysInfo",!info.getInfo,!header="time,!T,!kin,!density")!
!
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#Compress!to!desire!density!(after!the!output!of!"sysinfo")![4]!
compressInfo!=!analysis_compress(intervalCompressUnit,!densD,!compressf)!
sim.NewOutputManager("density")!
sim.SetOutputScheduling("density",!"linear",!interval!=!intervalCompress)!
sim.RegisterCallback("density",!compressInfo.compress,!header="density")!
!
#Scale!density!to!have!the!desired!pressure![5]!
pressureInfo!=!analysis_scalePressure(intervalScalePressureUnit,!
compressibilityRelaxation,!desiredPressure)!
sim.NewOutputManager("pressure")!
sim.SetOutputParameters("pressure",!"linear",!interval!=!
intervalScalePressure)!
sim.RegisterCallback("pressure",!pressureInfo.scalePressure)!
!
#order!tensor![6]!
orderTensorInfo!=!analysis_orderTensor(nAtomsA,!nAtomsR,!nAtomsRO,!nAtomsD,!
orderTensorIntervalUnit,!sim.sample.GetMoleculeData())!
sim.NewOutputManager("orderTensor")!
sim.SetOutputScheduling("orderTensor",!"linear",!
interval=orderTensorInterval)!
sim.RegisterCallback("orderTensor",!orderTensorInfo.eval_orderTensor,!
header="")!
!
#Stress!and!stress!autocorrelation!function![7]!
stressInfo!=!analysis_stress(lsample,!tempD,!isample,!dt,!niter)!
sim.NewOutputManager("molStress")!
sim.SetOutputParameters("molStress",!"linear",!interval=isample)!
sim.RegisterCallback("molStress",!stressInfo.eval_molsacf,!header="s.xx,!
s.yy,!s.zz,!P,!s.xy,!s.xz.!s.yz")!
!
sim.SetBlockSize(65536)!#2^16!
!
sim.Run(niter)!
sim.WriteConf("final.xyz.gz")!
!
The script cocoarun.py is a python script used in all our simulations. In all the simulations it 
included the information on the potential parameters, the input and output of the simulation, the 
NVT-integrator, the temperature and size and number of time steps in the simulation. The last 
two pieces of information are given as input arguments in the script run.sh that can be seen in 7.2 
where only the number of time steps, [1],!and temperature,![2], varied between each 
simulation. This did not include the simulation with lowering temperature where the input 
arguments was given in the script run.sh in 7.3.  
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7.1.1  
In the first equilibration where we set the temperature and compressed the cubic box to a desired 
density we had out commented [5],![6]!and![7].![3],!the desired density, was set at 1.87.  
 
7.1.2 
In the first simulation with rescaling of the density to atmospheric pressure the density was 
scaled with a compressibility factor at 0.001. Here we had out commented [4]!and![6].!
 
7.1.3  
In the second simulation with rescaling of the density to atmospheric pressure the density was 
scaled with a compressibility factor at 0.001 and the final file from the first rescaling simulation 
was used as start file. Here we had out commented [4]!and![6]. 
 
7.1.4  
In the third simulation with rescaling of the density to atmospheric pressure the density was 
scaled with compressibility factor at 0.001 and we calculated the order parameter as well. Here 
we had out commented [4].!
!
7.1.5  
In the simulation with lowering temperature we did all the calculations except for the 
compression to a desired density and used the final file from the simulation described in 7.1.3 as 
a start file. Here we had out commented [4]!and ran the script with the bash script run.sh in 7.3.  
 
7.1.6  
In the simulation where we only set the temperature without compressing to a desired density we 
had out commented [4],![5],![6]!and![7].!We did this simulation with different runtimes 
as described in 7.2. 
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7.1.7  
In the simulations where we compressed to three different desired densities with use of the final 
file from the simulation described in 7.1.6 we had out commented![5],![6]!and![7].![3],!
the desired density, was set at respectively 1.87, 2.23 and 2.28. 
 
7.2 run.sh 
#!!/bin/bash!
!
#PBS!Qo!log.o!
#PBS!Qe!log.e!
!
export!PYTHONPATH=$HOME/rumd/Swig:$HOME/rumd/Python:$HOME/rumd/Tools!
!
test!!!Qz!"$PBS_O_WORKDIR"!&&!cd!"$PBS_O_WORKDIR"!
!
./cocoarun.py!0.0002!niter!tempD!
!
The script run.sh is a bash script used to run all the simulations except from the simulation where 
we were lowering the temperature. In this script the number of time steps in the simulation was 
given as the input argument niter!and the temperature was given by the input argument tempD.!!
 
7.2.1  
In the first equilibration where we set the temperature and compressed the cubic box to a desired 
density we had niter!= 106 time steps and tempD = 5.6.  
 
7.2.2  
In the all of the simulation with rescaling of the density to atmospheric pressure we had niter!= 
107 time steps and tempD = 5.6. 
 
7.2.3  
In the simulation where we only set the temperature we made two different runtimes where we 
had respectively niter!= 106 time steps and niter!= 107 time steps while tempD = 5.6 in both 
simulations. 
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7.2.4  
In the simulations where we compressed to three different desired densities we had niter!= 106 
time steps and tempD = 5.6. 
 
7.3 run.sh, lowering the temperature 
#!!/bin/bash!
!
#PBS!Qo!log.o!
#PBS!Qe!log.e!
!
export!PYTHONPATH=$HOME/rumd/Swig:$HOME/rumd/Python:$HOME/rumd/Tools!
!
test!!!Qz!"$PBS_O_WORKDIR"!&&!cd!"$PBS_O_WORKDIR"!
!
for!i!in!5.6!5.5!5.4!5.3!5.2!5.1!5.0!4.9!4.8!4.7!4.6!4.5!4.4!4.3!4.2!4.1!4.0!
3.9!3.8!3.7!
!!!!!!!!do!
!!!!!!!!./cocoarun.py!0.0002!1000000!$i!1>logT$i.o!2>logT$i.e!
!!!!!!!!mv!start.xyz.gz!$i.xyz.gz!
!!!!!!!!mv!final.xyz.gz!start.xyz.gz!
!!!!!!!!mv!TrajectoryFiles!TrajectoryFilesTemp$i!
!!mv!tensorOfGyrationPerMolVsTime.dat.gz!!!!
tensorOfGyrationPerMolVsTimeTemp$i.dat.gz!
!!!!!!!!done!
exit(0)!
!
The script run.sh was used in the simulation where we were lowering the temperature. The 
tempD!was given as the input i!that give the temperatures varying from 5.6 ru to 3.7 ru in 19 
steps. Each temperature referring to a different simulation.  niter!= 106 time steps.  
 
7.4  runTimeAnalysis_claire.py 
#!!/usr/bin/env!python!!
!
from!rumd!import!*!
from!rumdSimulation!import!rumdSimulation!
from!math!import!*!
from!numpy!import!*!
!
import!sys!
import!os!
!
class!analysis_compress:!
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!
!!!!def!__init__(self,!intervalCompressUnit,!rho0,!fact):!
!!!!!!!!self.rho0!!=!rho0!
!!!!!!!!self.fact!=!pow(!fact,!Q1.0/3.0!)!
!!!!!!!!self.interval!=!intervalCompressUnit!
!
!!!!!!!!#self.npart!=!sample.GetNumberOfParticles()!
!!!!!!!!#self.sample!=!sample!
!!!!!!!!#vol!=!self.sample.GetSimulationBox().GetVolume()!
!!!!!!!!#self.rhoinit!=!self.npart/vol!
!
!!!!def!compress(self,!sample):!
!
!!!!!!!!vol!=!sample.GetSimulationBox().GetVolume()!
!!!!!!!!npart!=!sample.GetNumberOfParticles()!
!!!!!!!!rho!=!npart/vol!
!
!!!!!!!!if!rho!<!self.rho0:!
!!!!!!!!!!!!sample.IsotropicScaleSystem(self.fact)!
!
!!!!!!!!return!"%.5e"!%(rho)!
!
!
class!sysinfo:!
!
!!!!def!__init__(self,!num_constraints,!infoIntervalUnit):!
!!!!!!!!self.num_constraints!=!num_constraints!
!!!!!!!!self.interval!=!infoIntervalUnit!
!!!!!!!!self.callCount!=!0!
!
!!!!def!getInfo(self,!sample):!
!!!!!!!!npart!=!sample.GetNumberOfParticles()!
!!!!!!!!vel!=!sample.GetVelocities()[:,0:3]!
!!!!!!!!vol!=!sample.GetSimulationBox().GetVolume()!
!
!!!!!!!!temp!=!sum(sum(vel**2.0))/(3*npart!Q!self.num_constraints)!
!!!!!!!!kin!=!sum(sum(vel**2.0))/2.0!
!!!!!!!!density!=!npart/vol!
!!!!!!!!time!=!self.callCount!*!self.interval!
!
!!!!!!!!self.callCount!+=!1!
!!!!!!!!#mom!=!sum(vel[:,0])!+!sum(vel[:,1])!+!sum(vel[:,2])!
!
!!!!!!!!return!"%e!%.2f!%.2f!%.5e"!%!(time,!temp,!kin,!density)!
!
!
class!analysis_stress:!
!
!!!!def!__init__(self,!lvec,!kBT,!isample,!dt,!niter):!
!!!!!!!!self.sacf_obj!=!StressAutocorrelationFunction(lvec,!kBT,!isample*dt)!
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!!!!!!!!#self.lvec!=!lvec!
!!!!!!!!#self.cf!=!cf!
!!!!!!!!#self.kBT!=!kBT!
!!!!!!!!#self.isampleUnit!=!isample*dt!
!!!!!!!!#self.optCount!=!optCount!
!!!!!!!!#self.optMax!=!int(niter/isample)Q1!
!
!!!!def!eval_molsacf(self,!sample):!
!
!!!!!!!!self.sacf_obj.Update(sample)!
!
!!!!!!!!stresses!=!sample.GetMoleculeData().GetStresses()!
!!!!!!!!pressure!=!Q(stresses[0,0]+stresses[1,0]+stresses[2,0])/3.0!
!
!!!!!!!!#s.xx,!s.yy,!s.zz,!P,!s.yz,!s.xz.!s.xy!
!!!!!!!!return!"%e!%e!%e!%e!%e!%e!%e"!%!(stresses[0,0],!stresses[1,0],!
stresses[2,0],!pressure,\!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!stresses[3,0],!stresses[4,0],!
stresses[5,0])!
!
class!analysis_scalePressure:!
!!!!def!__init__(self,!intervalScalePressureUnit,!compressibilityRelaxation,!
desiredPressure):!
!!!!!!!!self.interval!=!intervalScalePressureUnit!
!!!!!!!!self.compressibilityRelaxation!=!compressibilityRelaxation!
!!!!!!!!self.desiredPressure!=!desiredPressure!
!
!!!!def!scalePressure(self,!sample):!
!
!!!!!!!!CalculateMolecularStress(sample)!
!!!!!!!!stresses!=!sample.GetMoleculeData().GetStresses()!
!!!!!!!!pressure!=!Q(stresses[0,0]+stresses[1,0]+stresses[2,0])/3.0!
!!!!!!!!factor!=!1.0!Q!self.compressibilityRelaxation*self.interval*(pressure!
Qself.desiredPressure)!
!!!!!!!!if!factor!<!0.0:!
!!!!!!!!!!!!factor!=!1.0!
!!!!!!!!sample.IsotropicScaleSystem(pow(factor,!Q1.0/3.0))!
!
!!!!!!!!return!""!
!
!
class!MolStressAnalysis:!
!!!!def!__init__(self,!pot):!
!!!!!!!!self.pot!=!pot!
!
!!!!def!WriteMolStress(self,sample):!
!
!!!!!!!!CalculateMolecularStress(sample,!self.pot);!
!!!!!!!!stress!=!sample.GetMoleculeData().GetStresses()!
!!!!!!!!mol_press!=!Qsum(stress[:3])/3!
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!!!!!!!!return!("%.4f!"!%!mol_press!+!"%.4f!%.4f!%.4f!%.4f!%.4f!%.4f"!%!
tuple(stress))!
!
!
class!analysis_orderTensor:!
!
!!!!def!__init__(self,!nAtomsA,!!nAtomsR,!!nAtomsRO,!!nAtomsD,!
gyrationIntervalUnit,!M):!
!!!!!!!!self.orderObj!=!OrderTensor(nAtomsA,!!nAtomsR,!!nAtomsRO,!!nAtomsD,!
gyrationIntervalUnit,!M)!
!
!!!!def!eval_orderTensor(self,!sample):!
!!!!!!!#!self.orderObj.PrintBondOrderTensor(sample)!
!!!!!!!!self.orderObj.PrintTensorOfGyration(sample)!
!
!!!!!!!!return!""!
!
The script runTimeAnalysis_claire.py is a python script used to analyze and calculate the 
different properties in our simulations. Each of the calculations are referred to in a specific class 
from runTimeAnalysis_claire.py in the cocoarun.py script and depending on which properties 
was calculated in cocoarun.py different classes from runTimeAnalysis_claire.py was used.  
